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A Summary of New Products Introduced at the April 6-11, 2019
High Point Market by Members of the American Home Furnishings Alliance
A.R.T. Furniture

NEW SHOWROOM: 122 North Hamilton
Media contact: Megan Streba
mstreba@arthomefurnishings.com
Created in collaboration with award-winning interior designer and “Queer Eye” star, Bobby
Berk, the new Bobby Berk for A.R.T. Furniture collection features a stylish selection of
bedroom, dining, living room and outdoor furnishings. It is A.R.T.’s first collection with an
outside designer. Signature pieces include walnut dressers and sideboards with geometric
patterns and sleek, comfortable sofas. A.R.T. describes the style as “minimalist urban luxury.”
Three additional collections are new for A.R.T. El Rey is inspired by a trip to a high-end flea
market in Paris. Relaxed yet sophisticated pieces feature weathered wood with natural markings,
including knots, nail holes and saw chatter. Parquetry veneer inlays mimic the look of reclaimed
flooring, while distressed fabrics, hand-hammered metal accents and antique mirror details
contribute to the “new vintage” look. La Scala is another full collection, this one characterized
by bold shapes and soft, sensual curves embellished with jewelry-like hardware and details in
metal, stone, marble and faux alabaster. Finally, Landmark is rooted in tradition with signature
Louis Philippe forms executed in updated design techniques and a fresh, russet-tone finish that
accentuates the rich hickory and oak burl veneers. Mottle silver metal overlays, custom
hardware, black marble tops and faux crocodile leather bring a fresh approach to classic styling.
www.arthomefurnishings.com
Ambella Home Collection

310 North Hamilton, S-110
Media contact: Jennifer McConnell
jmcconnell@ambellahome.com
Each new piece in Ambella Home’s collection of spring introductions is uniquely designed and
manufactured. Crafted from Mindi wood, the Modesto Shuffleboard Table has carved legs and
stretchers and a solid poplar playing board. Dramatic new cabinets include the Harrison
Sideboard, a four-door walnut piece with linear moldings and large, sculptural brass pulls; the
three-door Corrugated Cabinet finished in glossy white and set on tall, tapering, splayed brass
legs; the Oasis Cabinet with embossed, brass-wrapped doors sculpted into dozens of flowering
blossoms and outlined by a walnut frame; and the 1980s Memphis style Postmodern Credenza
featuring graphic black and white stripes on the door fronts, top and sides, along with oversized
nickel pulls and playfully-turned posts. New cocktail tables, side tables, sink cabinets, accent
chests and the upholstered Nova Platform Bed round out the introductions.
www.ambellahome.com
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American Drew

IHFC C-926
Media contact: Terri James
terri.james@la-z-boy.com
American Drew offers a fresh approach to both traditional and casual contemporary design
aesthetics this spring. Anson offers classical elements like columns, subtle bow fronts, walnut
inlays, fancy face tops and black nickel custom hardware. The collection includes bedroom,
dining, entertainment and occasional furniture in a warm, “relic” finish with hand cerusing. In
contrast, Lenox features clean lines and natural materials with a brassy, champagne finish on the
hardware for a sophisticated casual contemporary look. The bedroom, dining, entertainment and
occasional pieces feature cathedral and quartered white oak veneers with accents of dramatically
striped Amara ebony veneer. www.americandrew.com
Showplace, 5th Floor
Media contact: Jennifer Green
jgreen@burns-360.com
Comfort Air by American Leather is a revolutionary seating experience providing unlimited
seating positions custom-tailored to move with your body. The patented technology
individualizes seating by smoothly transitioning your body to your ideal sitting position. Two
sizes and six models are available, including three introduced this market: Stratus offers clean
lines and exaggerated features, while Nimbus elevates the classic cigar arm into a contemporized
silhouette. An armless version with the same cutting-edge technology also is new. In stationary
seating, Adriana is a new sofa with exaggerated angles and a waterfall effect that extends from
the back seat cushion. Metropolis is clean, sleek and modern with customizable design details
and a unique metal deck. Thea is curvy and ultra comfortable with a slim frame and expert
tailoring. New swivel chairs include Arno, a round silhouette highlighted by a micro welt
outlining the entire shape of the frame; Petra, a modern twist to a classic Italian design with a
tufted back and seat; and Wyatt, sleek and curvy with a waterfall back. Finally, the Verona
Style in Motion accent chair features plush channel quilting. Softened track arms are accented
with double-needle top-stitching. And the Turin Style in Motion accent chair has knife-edge
tailoring and clean track arms reminiscent of an Italian race car. www.americanleather.com
American Leather

Barcalounger

IHFC C-659
Media contact: Kim Shaver
Kim.shaver@aol.com
The female voice of “Coco” will soon be talking back to purchasers of some new Barcalounger
reclining chairs. The company is introducing a voice-activated feature that’s intrinsic to the
mechanical operation of several new power reclining chairs. Users simply command “Coco” to
recline, stop or go to the home, TV or sleep position. A female voice repeats the command and
carries it out. The “heads up” command activates the power headrest function. “Coco” will be
offered in a total of four chairs, including power reclining Vintage chairs and a swivel glider
recliner. Additionally, Barcalounger introduces four new power reclining motion upholstery
groups, expands its pedestal chair and ottoman program, and adds 70 new leather/fabric color
choices to its line. www.barcalounger.com
Bradington-Young

IHFC C-1058
Media contact: Kristin Hawkins
khawkins@scompr.com
The new Luxe for Living program offers more than 60 stationary and motion seating silhouettes
with a variety of customized options, including three arm styles, two leg styles, multiple finishes,
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tailoring details like nail head trim, welts or double-needle stitching and over 300 fabric and
leather choices. Among the program’s notable new pieces is an innovative power sleeper
operated with a Bluetooth-enabled remote. A new 12-piece decorative ottoman program also is
making its debut. The program includes three shapes in two sizes and smooth or tufted tops.
Three new club chairs and two luxury motion groups also are new this spring. www.bradingtonyoung.com
Century Furniture

200 Steele
Media contact: Comer Wear
cwear@centuryfurniture.com
Century unveils the Carrier and Company Collection of over 50 designs in bedroom, dining
and occasional, as well as a range of upholstery with an uplifting mix of scale, materials and
finishes. Husband and wife, Jesse Carrier and Mara Miller, principals of the Carrier and
Company Interiors design firm, fused their talents in this collaborative collection that blends
traditional forms with fresh aesthetics and luxury with practicality. Among the 17 new
upholstery introductions, the Gracie Sofa is inspired by the Deco glamour of New York City. In
bedroom, the Jacques Bed is a stylish marriage of function and character with bronze-finished
posts and polished brass accents. The Morgan multi-function arm chair has a buttoned squab
seat cushion and a fully upholstered frame. www.centuryfurniture.com
Showplace 5th Floor
Media contact: Ben Copeland
ben@copelandfurniture.com
After market: Andrea Romero
andrea@thereelrossgroup.com
The Exeter Dining collection designed by Carl Thompson is expanded to include a range of
wood, fixed-top dining tables. Exeter is an amalgamation of isometric tension and modern
design. To the existing extension and glass top tables, Copeland adds two rectangular and three
round table sizes. The Exeter collection, available in solid American walnut or cherry
hardwoods, also includes dining chairs and a buffet. The finish is Greenguard-certified for low
chemical emissions. Copeland also adds a Modern Farmhouse collection of tables to include
counter and standard dining height table variations, as well as a series of modern “tractor seat”
bar stools, counter stools and dining chairs. All items in this collection are crafted in fingerjoined walnut or cherry tops/seats with seared ash legs. The highly sculptural tractor seat is
deeply contoured for comfort and has a streamlined, modern aesthetic. The Modern Farmhouse
finish also is Greenguard certified. www.copelandfurniture.com
Copeland Furniture

CR Laine

310 North Hamilton, S-204
Media contact: Holly Blalock
hblalock@crlaine.com
The styling of CR Laine’s silhouettes this season remains minimal, incorporating classic/
traditional designs with popular style. This “new traditional” consists of what the company calls
“soft modern” pieces – no rolled arms, no matching chairs or loveseats. Detailing is precise and
intricate. The channels in the new Malcom and Digby chairs, for example, are carefully sewn
one row at a time to align perfectly. Detailed stitching like a French seam rope stitch highlight
the refined lines in the silhouette. The new Whitaker sofa, a slightly more exaggerated version
of the Chesterfield, boasts tall, sheltering arms and a weighty base with low legs – evocative of
the Chester, but interpreted in a new way. In textiles, CR Laine is layering multiple textures and
patterns in high contrasts rather than a coordinated mix. New fabrics in striking color palettes
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like delft blue, ochre mustard and charcoal gray require a skillful eye to curate exciting
combinations that can be considered new classics. www.crlaine.com
Craftmaster

2262 Uwharrie Road
Media contact: Suzanne Henson
shenson@cmfurniture.com
After launching a new motion category one year ago, Craftmaster now offers a comprehensive
custom motion program that includes fabric, leather and motion options on 36 pieces. In
stationary, the new CM Modern collection features an eclectic array of eight upholstery groups,
along with 12 accent pieces. The look is relaxed and casual with metal and wood frame chairs,
unique pattern combinations and soft, textural fabrics. Craftmaster also is updating its traditional
offerings with a group of 10 sofa styles and many accent pieces in a modern farmhouse look. The
Rachel Ray Home collection, in partnership with Legacy Classic Furniture, introduces a new
Refined Rustic collection this spring. The group elevates traditional casual styling with a warm,
rustic finish and a blend of familiar, textural fabrics. There are new upholstery offerings in all of
the celebrity chef’s collections this market, including Austin, Cinema, Monteverdi and Highline.
www.cmfurniture.com
Dorel Home Products

C&D 9A
Media contact: Erica Iapalucci
erica.iapalucci@dhpfurniture.com
Inspired by the Victorian era, the Felix Chesterfield Sofa Futon stands out with diamond buttontufted details, wooden legs and plush rolled arms. The multifunction design is ideal for small
homes, with a split backrest that reclines with one push and pull, converting the sofa to a futon. The
Rose Upholstered Bed has a modern look with a touch of mid-century style. It features a buttontufted headboard and footboard and storage drawers in the base. www.dhpfurniture.com
Durham Furniture

IHFC G-1082
Media contact: Kristin Hawkins
khawkins@scompr.com
Targeting the next generation of consumers, Durham launches the Studio 19 bedroom collection.
Constructed in solid maple with a mineral gray finish, the 10-piece collection features
contemporary, streamlined styling. Sleek, metal hardware is available in a choice of champagne
bronze or brushed nickel. President and CEO Luke Simpson says the collection demonstrates the
company’s new style direction, aimed at a younger, more modern consumer. 2019 is the
company’s 120th year, and it will pay homage to its anniversary with a makeover of the bestselling Louis Phillipe-inspired Chateau Fontaine collection. New finishes and updated
functionality for today’s lifestyles characterize the new pieces. www.durhamfurniture.com
Gat Creek

IHFC D-1020
Media contact: David Petersen
davidp@gatcreek.com
New dining furniture and style extensions throughout the line highlight spring 2019 for Gat
Creek. The Wilson Dining Table is a dramatic addition with its architectural and more formal
design. At the higher end of the company’s assortment, it offers a brilliant display of
Appalachian hardwoods. Logan dining chairs are scaled to the Wilson table and offer
upholstered seats and backs. On the other end of the style spectrum, the Lewis Trestle Table,
Delmar Pub Table, Long Island Counter and Pub Chairs and Kara Trestle Benches are
more informal and utilitarian. These solid Appalachian hardwood table and seating combinations
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meet the growing consumer demand for efficient dining furniture between the family room and
kitchen. Also new is the Monaco Server for dining room and the Tomlin Hutch and Media
Center for living and family rooms. Gat Creek products are made to order in the company’s
Berkeley Springs, W.V. workshop. Cherry, maple and ash hardwoods are offered in 64 wood and
painted finishes. www.gatcreek.com
Hammary

IHFC C-926
Media contact: Terri James
Terri.james@la-z-boy.com
Hammary is unveiling 11 new collections this spring, with each collection illustrating a unique
design inspiration. Austin features solid oak rim tops that step down to a hand-hammered metal
inset top. All pieces have an oak shelf framed by metal. Hamilton has very functional pieces,
each with multiple uses and deep storage compartments. Boca has a casual transitional style with
geometric designs, metal bases and glass tops. Dundee features casters for ease of movement,
and Delray turns to mixed materials, including pine veneers and concrete tops, for distinction.
Synchronicity has a unique, checkerboard parquetry veneer on table tops, while Richland offers
traditional farmhouse styling in a two-tone finish of light gray/brown and a darker brown on oak
veneers. The most prominent feature in Farrell is the metal and white oak veneer planks. A
rectangular coffee table, end table and chairside table are all on casters for mobility. Jefferson is
another mixed material group, this one including metal, veneer and tempered glass tops. Finally,
Composite includes a lift-top coffee table with storage capacity and casters.
www.hammary.com
Hancock & Moore

200 Steele
Media contact: Claire Wei
claire@athloneagency.com
The spring collection at premium leather furniture resource Hancock & Moore is colorful,
embossed and metallic! Reggie is a contemporary wing chair shown in “Cameo Bone” burnished
leather with a decorative medallion hand-painted on the seat back. The Drake Bench is
quintessentially 17th century but reveals its wild side when shown in “Lizard Bronze,” a metallic
leather in varying shades of bronze, silver and gold. The Vivi Swivel Chair also receives a dash
of reptilian influence in “Coco Croc Silver,” a metallic, laser-etched, hair-on-hide in a crocodile
pattern. The interior of this tub chair is deeply diamond-tufted in “Parchment” leather. The
Swoon Chair also enjoys special treatment with a graphic print exterior and a gunmetal metallic
leather interior. The Lily Loveseat exudes ladylike charm with contrasting buttons and welt trim
on its raspberry tufted leather base. The accent leather is “Juno Graphite.” Additional chairs,
ottomans and accents vary wildly in their design details but share the hand-crafted origin of the
others mentioned here. www.hancockandmoore.com
Hickory Chair

Market Square 324
Media contact: Laura Holland
Laura.holland@hickorychair.com
The new Ray Booth for Hickory Chair Collection includes bedroom, dining room and living
room furniture that reflects the designer’s love of craftsmanship, fine hardwoods, decorative
veneers and hand-forged metal. Booth is an Alabama native and alumnus of Auburn University’s
School of Architecture. He began his career as an intern at McAlpine, the distinguished
architectural firm of Bobby McAlpine, and later had successful tenures in the offices of John
Saladino and Clodagh. Highlights of his Hickory Chair collection include the generously-scaled
Cradle Sofa in 104 or 118 inches on a steel frame with bronzed feet. The Tête-è-tête Chaise has
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a cantilevered base atop two “L”-shaped steel legs creating an exciting visual tension. The
unusual Carriage Table has an antiqued nickel metal tray top making it the perfect drink table
companion to a chair or sofa. The steel carriage allows the table to be toted to various locations,
while the stacked drawers provide storage for small items (like cocktail napkins). The unique
Rick Box Table is playful in its simplicity. Its three, alternating, stacked drawers provide storage
while the top provides a chairside rest for a drink. The Shelter Platform Bed envelopes its
occupant between two walnut wings flanking an upholstered headboard, and the elegant
Scalloped Santos Rosewood Chest takes its cues from a classic Biedermeier chest. The design
is also offered in a pale Anegre veneer to allow both painted and stain finishes.
www.hickorychair.com
Highland House

Steele, Space 121
Media contact: Virginia Gray Kennedy
vgrayk@aol.com
Highland House celebrates spring 2019 with an assortment of introductions that includes 35
tailored upholstery silhouettes and 45-plus assorted tables and case accents with classic roots that
display a modern-day ethos. All new products reflect thoughtfully realized proportions, carefully
curated high-fashion fabrics, plus finishes that elevate each table or case accent for maximum
stylistic effects. “Couture-inspired fabrics are one of our specialties,” says Creative Director Lee
Belmore. “And we take our cues from a number of sources and influences: from New York and
Paris fashion runways to Charleston and Savannah’s exuberant flower gardens to the renewed
interest in such classic design traditions as chinoiserie and Chinese export porcelain prints.” Bold
color statements are a Highland House trademark, yet Belmore also appreciates the softer side of
color. The color story this market includes a wide range of fashion inspirations from pearl white
to silver to deeper shades of gray. Quiet Scandinavian blue and watery aquamarine are
complemented by soft peony and rosy pinks, plus bold splashes of rich jewel tones. New fabrics
include cotton prints, silk velvets, crisp linens, premium wools, intricate embroideries, luscious
leathers, multi-textural wovens plus a number of today’s popular performance fabrics.
www.highlandhousefurniture.com
Hooker Furniture

IHFC C-1058
Media contact: Kristin Hawkins
khawkins@scompr.com
Channeling jet-setting socialites from the golden age of Hollywood, Hooker introduces a major,
100-piece expansion of its popular Sanctuary collection. New bedroom, dining room, occasional
and home office pieces are grouped into three distinct personas, each with its own design
characteristics. Colette is bold and dramatic with a black-painted finish and accents in
champagne, silver and gold, along with eglomise mirror details and dramatic floral carvings.
Anastasie offers a softer, romantic look with a creamy white finish accented with champagne
and silver tipping. Several historical reproduction pieces, intricate quatrefoil veneer patterns and
acanthus leaf and scrollwork detailing give the group a traditional European cottage feel.
Offering a more metropolitan style, Diamant has a silver finish with undertones of gold and
champagne. The group is complemented by a black accent finish, mirrored details and a fresh,
white eglomise process accented with silver tipping. Hooker completes the look with upholstery
styles that coordinate with these three distinct personas. The company is also enhancing its Hill
Country Collection with LaGrange, a 65-piece, whole home collection inspired by the Hill
Country region of Texas, including the town of LaGrange. A 50-piece addition to Melange also
is on tap. These occasional pieces are inspired by four “micro trends,” including Mixology,
Graphic Glamour, New Retro and Collected Eclectic. www.hookerfurniture.com
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Huntington House

610 West Green
Media contact: Christy Groves
christyg@huntingtonhouse.com
In October Huntington House introduced a new performance fabric collection, Inside Out by
Valdese Weavers, with the cleanability, fashion and softness of indoor performance fabrics but the
durability to withstand outdoor use. This market the company launches its first outdoor furniture
collection featuring the Inside Out fabrics, along with additional outdoor fabrics from Sunbrella.
The Lanai Outdoor Collection includes a sofa, section, chair, swivel chair and ottoman, all fully
outdoor and fully upholstered. Frames are built with marine grade plywood and stainless steel. The
flow-through seat covers and waterproof cushions allow the tailored, transitional style pieces to be
used on covered porches and patios. An Inside Out performance fabric also is shown on the new
7280-20 sofa, an indoor frame with clean and simple curves, including graceful small-scale “wings”
flanking the back cushions, narrow block style arms and a stylish, tapered leg. It is shown with a
new swivel wing chair that offers a crisp, tight back and a waterfall skirt. It is available as a swivel,
swivel glider or stationary chair. Also new is the 8014 collection, including a modern sofa,
sectional, chair and ottoman. The sleek, tailored silhouettes and angled chrome legs give the pieces
a clean, modern profile. Finally, a new transitional sofa features plush, Ultra Down cushions for
sink-in comfort. Its low silhouette, weltless seams, clean scoop arm and block feet give it a modern
feel. It is shown with a new barrel back chair that packs a ton of hand-crafted detail into a small
package. Elegant button tufts lead to delicate pleated arms and tall tapered legs.
www.huntingtonhouse.com
Johnston Casuals

220 Elm, Space 306
Media contact: Chris Horton
chorton@johnstoncasuals.com
Bold, unconventional designs are among the new products at Johnston Casuals this spring. Seven
new chairs, including two by veteran designer Michael Wolk, are added to the lineup. Ava and
Lilly are Wolk’s new dining chair designs. The Ava features an oval element in the frame below
the seat that is repeated in the oval seat back. Lilly has an upholstered seat and back and sports
arches where Ava has ovals. The Carly, Austin and Marie chairs all offer unique frames that
marry contemporary forms with practical function. Designer John LeShane adds two designs to
the spring introductions, one the robust Blake Barstool and the other the Victoria dining chair
with its alternating “fins” forming a stunning, asymmetrical back. The Victoria Dining Table
base is also new. The base of this handsome, solid steel design has the same “fin” motif – which
here offers both symmetry and stability. Finally, the stylish Xander Etagere has four 60-inch
glass shelves and a contemporary “X” motif top and bottom. www.johnstoncasuals.com
Kincaid Furniture Company

IHFC C-926
Media contact: Terri James
Terri.james@la-z-boy.com
“As the world around us becomes more synthetic, consumers have a desire to connect with
something real,” says Tim Annas, vice president of merchandising for Kincaid. The company’s
answer this market is Antiquity, a collection inspired by the antiques of the early 1600s. Details
such as simple chamfers, rustic pegs at the joints and linen fold drawers in the dining room,
bedroom and occasional furniture give this collection a distinct connection to the past. Antiquity is
crafted in solid knotty alder wood in two finishes: “Chalky White” and “Saddle.” A second new
collection, Symmetry, blends clean lines, angles and shapes with a wire-brushed, textured finish on
solid white and French oak. The drawer pulls are crafted in solid walnut that contrasts with the sandcolor finish on the cases. www.kincaidfurniture.com
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Legacy Classic Furniture

2622 Uwharrie Road
Media contact: Christopher Phillips
cphillips@legacyclassic.com
Refined Rustic and Chelsea are the latest additions to the Rachel Ray Home collections by
Legacy Classic. Refined Rustic is inspired by her first home, a small two-bedroom cabin in
upstate New York, where her love of design emerged as she searched estate sales and auctions
for items to dress up her rustic surroundings. She found beautiful tapestries, English Hunt
pieces, and beautiful combinations of designs with Old World themes. Refined Rustic by
Rachael Ray Home captures the elegance of these timeworn antiquities. The collection uses flatcut white oak veneers on solid hardwoods in a medium brown “Hunt Country” finish with light
distressing. Design details on the bedroom, dining and occasional pieces include planked tops,
sculpted pilasters, scroll motifs and carved moldings, all adding to the authentic feel. Old world
brass hardware and accents complete the look. Rachael Ray’s Chelsea collection is a glamorous,
sophisticated group that brings her fashion-forward taste to the dining and bedroom. The clean,
transitional lines of the “Bright White” finish are offset by a “Soft Gold” finish on the knob
hardware and accents. In addition to these new groups from Rachael Ray, Legacy has four
additional “whole home” collections and two bedroom-only collections. Styles range from rustic
casual to casual contemporary – with “casual” being the driving force. www.legacyclassic.com
Legacy Classic Kids

2622 Uwharrie Road
Media contact: Christopher Phillips
cphillips@legacyclassic.com
Designed to appeal to both boys and girls of multiple ages, Canterbury features two different
finishes: warm cherry with dark bronze hardware and a white finish with bright nickel hardware.
Classic shapes and simple styling allow both looks to work in almost any setting and with any
design theme. The scale of the collection allows it to fit smaller bedrooms and guest rooms
easily. Garden Party is a casual and whimsical collection offering sleep, study and storage
options in a painted, “Weathered White” finish. Knob and pull hardware in a “Rustic Tin” finish
evoke typical garden implements while design elements are inspired by a picket fence, a garden
bench and a garden gate. Features such as motion-activated lights on the nightstands, built-in
outlets/USB chargers and creative storage options add modern function to this youth collection.
www.legacyclassickids.com
Lillian August

309 North Hamilton
Media contact: Dick Ferraguto
ferragutod@sherrillfurniture.com
Lillian August celebrates European couture high fashion with spring introductions that feature
Italian style trophy fabrics. Among the many new frames, the new Moritz canopy bed is fully
upholstered in a pale velvet, while the Paris sofa in a deep plum weave is made even more vibrant
against the light natural suede tone of the Wilton sofa. The Coleman chair in a Bordeaux ribbed
weave and the Celine swivel chair in a laminated reptile print in exotic citrine and amethyst jewel
tones make high fashion statements. In casegoods, the vastly expanded Lillian August Workshop
introduces beautiful silhouettes, including the new Caeser dining table with a stylized Greek key
motif along the intricately carved apron and the Valnoir server with an alluring serpentine front.
The new Bond collection of console, end table and cocktail table feels very sixties modern with a
cube shape. Chamfered corners, glass tops and a modern elm finish give the pieces a sculptural
quality. The new Classics collection exudes a European perspective. The Kent bar in acrylic and
brass is a stylish accent, while the Van Dome chest in antique glass mirror makes a fashionable
statement. Organic texture brings warmth to the mid-century silhouettes in Lillian’s new Modern
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Living collection. Faux bone handles and sophisticated beveled drawers on the Greco chest,
nightstand and console play with texture and contrast. Tapered legs on the Isabella dining table
deliver a sexy, mid-century vibe while the new Adrian console and Massimo bar cart offer stylish
accents. www.lillianaugustfinefurniture.com
Marge Carson

121 North Hamilton
Media contact: Igor Jukanovic
igorj@margecarson.com
Presented with simple lines, understated carving and metal accents, the Majorca Collection
blends design influences from France, Italy and Spain to create an inviting and casual look. The
collection is named for a beautiful, romantic island off the coast of Spain. It takes its inspiration
from the island’s stone villages, wineries, citrus plantations and steep, stunning mountains beside
the iridescent Mediterranean. Scrolled and rope-twisted metalwork on the occasional pieces and
statement beds are reminiscent of the garden gates that are prominent throughout the Majorca
Island landscape. www.margecarson.com
Norwalk

IHFC M-108
Media contact: Kristin Hawkins
khawkins@scompr.com
Norwalk’s spring introductions fall into three color trend stores presented across dozens of new
silhouettes as well as a variety of best-selling pieces. Toast and Tea is a color direction steeped
in warm neutrals, from rich espresso to mid-tone nutmeg and as light as café au lait. The shades
mix beautifully with cream and are easy to accent with blue and deep mustard for a “toastier”
and cozier alternative to the still-popular grey. Tidewater is a soft, blue teal with a hint of green
undertone. It is an instant room refresher. The silver-based hue pairs well with chocolate brown
or silvery grey. It is especially bold when paired with deep granite or charcoal. Finally, the
colorful, exuberant Bohemian Rhapsody follows maximalist design trends. Featuring royal
shades and rich jewel tones in vibrant patterns and tactile fabrics, the look brings an old-world
design approach to an adventuresome consumer. www.norwalkfurniture.com
Palecek

IHFC D-202
Media contact: Andrew Palecek
andrewp@palecek.com
New designs at Palecek maintain the company’s signature style: striking silhouettes in neutral
colors inspired by nature and crafted largely from natural materials. Many designs this spring
feature distressed wood, cane matting and stainless steel inlay and accents. The Monterra
collection includes dining, living room and bedroom pieces with a distressed wood frame in a
white wash finish. A dining table is added to the Camilla line of fossilized clam-top tables with
live edge detail and resin tree trunk bases. Palecek is also expanding its outdoor selection with
crushed natural stone dining tables and the new Amalfi sectional. Made of teak and synthetic
rope, the Amalfi includes hidden clips that secure the pieces together and secure cushions to the
frame. Finally, Palecek’s intriguing assortment of accessories is expanded to include eyecatching wall décor in black and ivory coco beads set in geometric patterns; mirrors with organic
tree trunk molded frames; table lamps showcasing a mix of nature-inspired materials such as
coco wood, bone china and glass reinforced concrete; and bowls, vases and other decorative
objects made from white bone china, a new material for the company this year.
www.palecek.com
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Palliser

220 Elm, Space 400
Media contact: Madi Cash
mcash@palliser.ca
Palliser is launching its first designer collection in partnership with award-winning designer and
television personality Sarah Richardson. The launch includes four themed groups of bedroom,
dining and occasional furniture, as well as made-to-order upholstery. A range of accent rugs,
throws and pillows complement the furnishings. Themes within the Sarah Richardson for
Palliser assortment include Annex, Boulevard, Shore and Vista. www.palliser.com
Riverside

IHFC C-305
Media contact: John Iasiello
jiasiello@riverside-furniture.com
Reclaimed barn meets city loft in Rowan, and Italian farmhouse meets European countryside in
Chateau Bella, two bedroom and dining room collections debuting at Riverside. Rowan’s
modern rustic style and solid, sustainable Acacia wood construction will appeal to shoppers
across a wide demographic spectrum. Elements such as angled plank patterns evoke the
reclaimed timber frame trusses and brackets from old barns and factory and warehouse buildings.
The Rough-Hewn Gray finish with subtle white glazing has an organic look that strikes a chord
of casual sophistication. Inspired by the European countryside, Chateau Bella creates an
ambience of livable comfort and an aspirational look. The collection blends simple and
understated silhouettes with soft, neutral finishes, including Chipped White and Chipped Gray,
for a refined casual, inviting feel. All case tops, including the bedroom pieces and dining buffet,
feature distressed random planks for a hand-crafted look, heightened by finishes that appear
gently weathered with a gesso-type character. www.riverside-furniture.com
Sam Moore

IHFC C-1058
Media contact: Kristin Hawkins
khawkins@scompr.com
Sam Moore has nearly 40 new upholstery styles on tap for the spring market. They will be
presented in three trend-inspired vignettes, including Performance Textiles and Leathers,
Industrial Modern Farmhouse and Maximalism. Practical materials that offer low
maintenance are spotlighted in the Performance Textiles and Leathers vignette. In addition to 17
new performance fabrics, Sam Moore is adding 20 new performance leathers, bringing the total
number of performance offerings to 85. Industrial Farmhouse is characterized by stripes,
distressed patterns and rugged linens in a palette of warm neutrals and slate blue. Maximalism
predictably brings mixed prints, vivid color and playful patterns to the showroom. The color
spectrum ranges from Wisteria, Greylac, Clay and Seaglass to saturated colors of Raisin, Azure
and Loden. www.sammoore.com
Sauder Woodworking

220 Elm, Space 218
Media contact: Kevin Freeman
kfreeman@sauder.com

Delivering a refreshing tropical vibe, Sauder introduces the Coral Cape collection in a new
Sindoori Mango finish with bamboo-inspired gold hardware and a banana leaf abstract on
reversible door panels. Pieces include a desk, TV credenza, coffee table, storage cabinet and
library shelve. Vista Key is a sophisticated coastal collection that incorporates an expressive
woodgrain with brushed nickel campaign hardware. The group will be available at retail in
August and includes an executive desk, occasional tables, credenza, bookcases and accent
cabinets, along with a bedroom headboard, night stand, dresser and console. Building on the
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success of its other mixed-material collections, the new Nova Loft collection is a little larger in
scale and offers sophisticated minimalism. It combines a dark metal frame with a new Noble
Walnut finish for living room, office and accent pieces, including entertainment credenzas.
Finally, hitting on both health and wellness trends, Sauder introduces a line of prototype items
for small space urban gardening. Designed for indoor use, the pieces feature perforated metal
shelving, removeable trays and bars for hanging potted plants. These accents coordinate with
existing Harvey Park, Boulevard Café and Viabella collections. www.sauder.com
Simply Amish

IHFC D1102
Media contact: Charles Curry
ccurrey@kauffmanbrands.com
Simply Amish introduces the Sheridan bedroom collection, a tip of the cowboy hat to a refined
ranch style. Designed by Tim McClellan, Sheridan also has an occasional collection including an
end table and sofa table. All are available in seven northern hardwoods highlighted with walnut
panels. Custom finishes and dimensions also are available. www.simplyamish.com

South Shore Furniture

C&D Building, 7N
Media contact: Nicole Basenach
nbasenach@southshore.ca
South Shore Furniture introduces over 40 new pieces for bedroom, office, living room and storage
this spring in styles ranging from cottage to Scandinavian. Included are the company’s first
upholstered beds in various colors and sizes and the first metal day bed. Also new is a Scandinavian
wood bunk bed for children in the Bebble line, the first group of pre-assembled wood furniture –
called Lubello – and the Harma collection of industrial style pieces. The new mid-century
Scandinavian collection, Yodi, features a twin or full bed, crib, nightstand, dresser and changing
table. South Shore recently earned the UL Stability Verified Mark for the clothing storage furniture
in its bedroom groups. The mark means these products meet all of the stability requirements in the
ASTM voluntary stability standard, F2057-17, which is designed to help prevent furniture tip-over
accidents involving children. www.southshorefurniture.com
Taylor King

200 Steele, Second Floor
Media contact: Tanya Comer
tanya@taylorking.com
Gigi is the undeniable scene-stealer at Taylor King this spring. The dramatic and chic settee is
designed to bring luxe appeal to a formal entry or sitting room. Upholstered in a metallic fabric
with velvet accent pillows, it sits on tall, slender, carved legs in a dark finish The new Dean
wing chair features an eye-catching cutout detail along the arms, underscored by a black pearl
nail head trim. In “Davis Mango,” the Clark swivel chair offers a pop of happy color. The
classic wicker frame in an “Acorn” finish is transitional with a fully upholstered back and solid
seat. The Gemma chair offers clean lines, plush cushions and a soft, silver-tone fabric. The
polished stainless, bracket-style legs lend a contemporary look. At the opposite end of the style
spectrum, Donovan features a traditional silhouette with an exposed wood frame. It is shown in
a neutral-tone, abstract floral printed on luxurious velvet. www.taylorking.com
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Thayer Coggin

230 South Road, High Point
Media contact: Phil Miller
phil@thayercoggin.com
An edgy new seating collection called Blade, designed by Ransom Culler, is characterized by thin
“blades” of support that seem to suspend the seating in mid-air. Thayer Coggin Vice President Phil
Miller describes the collection as “a real engineering magic act.” The supports are available in three
finishes, including polished stainless steel, dark bronze and a walnut wood veneer. In addition to
Blade, Thayer Coggin is re-introducing several of Milo Baughman’s influential mid-century
modern textile designs. “Stupid Cupid,” “Charlies Angels” and “Yikes Stripes” are Baughman rug
designs from the 1960s revived for this market in partnership with Creative Accents. Additional
new pieces include Mercury, a swivel rocking lounge chair; Clarence, a swivel lounge chair with a
high, architectural back; and Betty, a compact little rounded back chair on a solid walnut base that
is available in three finishes. All three chairs are Baughman designs. www.thayercoggin.com
Twin Star Home

Market on Green, 304
Media contact: Lisa Cody
press@twinstarhome.com
Calla Starr, calla@gefenmarketing.com
Downtown Loft is inspired and influenced by modern industrial style. The multi-functional
entertainment and storage pieces, several of which can be fitted with electric fireplaces, are
designed for the space-conscious consumer. Downtown Loft combines pared-down simplicity
with the warmth of its grayed, “Clayton Oak” finish and textured glass. The signature piece is a
TV console designed to accommodate up to a 70-inch flat screen. Two integrated Bluetooth
speakers can stream audio from anywhere in the room. The center cabinet space has an
adjustable shelf but can be upgraded to hold a 26-inch 3D infrared quartz electric fireplace. Also
new is the Wright collection, a retro modern group inspired by the work of Frank Lloyd Wright.
Developed around an asymmetrical media console with ClassicFlame electric fireplace, the
collection also includes a desk with two integrated charging stations, two AC power ports and
two USB ports, along with two side drawers for storage. The desk is finished on all sides to
allow for versatile placement. www.twinstarhome.com
Universal Furniture

101 South Hamilton
Media contact: Neil MacKenzie
nmackenzie@universalfurniture.com
For the last several years, Houston-based interior designer Nina Magon scaled back her trips to
the High Point Market because she couldn’t find the sleek, contemporary designs with modern
European styling she wanted. Through a new collaboration with Universal Furniture, she brings
her contemporary European aesthetic to the market this spring. With about 50 pieces, the Nina
Magon for Universal Furniture collection is designed to bring “accessible, livable luxury to
apartment dwellers, homeowners and designers,” she says. The collection features sleek surfaces,
modern shapes and bold colors, along with smaller European scale and lower seat and bed
heights. Signature materials include performance velvets, smoked glass, bronze metal, lacquered
finishes and tiger stripe veneer. A mix of velvet, mohair, leather and neutral fabrics dominate the
upholstered pieces, most of them performance textiles. www.universalfurniture.com
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Uttermost

IHFC C-448
Media contact: Katie McGuire
kmcguire@uttermost.com
Home accents to accompany any trend or style direction seen at market can be found in the
expansive Uttermost showroom, where 400+ new products across all categories are being
introduced. This market’s extensive array of new items comes in part from the newly acquired
product line, Handley Drive. A portion of the Handley Drive product line will be on display in
the Uttermost REVELATION showroom. www.uttermost.com

Vanguard Furniture

301 North Hamilton
Media contact: Troylena Dixon
tdixon@vanguardfurniture.com
Vanguard has taken a new approach to the High Point Market this spring. Rather than
showcasing new collections, it is redefining how designers and e-tailers buy custom furniture.
With more than 800 new items, and an expanded space, it is a fashion-forward showroom not to
be missed. www.vanguardfurniture.com
Vaughan-Bassett

IHFC C-1000
Media contact: Doug Bassett
Dougbassett4@gmail.com
Galax, Virginia-based Vaughan-Bassett celebrates its 100-year anniversary this year with a
collection called Centennial Solids. It includes two opening price-point solid maple bedroom
groups, each with three bed options and several finishes. Four-piece groups will retail for about
$2,499. The company also will have a new group from Ben and Erin Napier, stars of the HGTV
series “Home Town.” www.vaughan-bassett.com
ZUO Modern

IHFC D-502, G-578
Media contact: Serena Martin
Serena@zuomod.com
Modern materials and finishes give a sophisticated edge to Zuo’s spring introductions, many of
which are part of the company’s new hospitality line. Luxe, linen-like fabrics, rich faux leathers,
brilliant metals and elegant wood finishes are the focal point in both residential and contract
spaces. Innovative accent tables and ottomans layer with a growing assortment of sofas and
chairs, while dining room and bar collections pair with coordinating cabinets and storage
solutions. www.zuomod.com
This summary of new product introductions for the April 2019 High Point Market was assembled
for you by the American Home Furnishings Alliance, a comprehensive resource for journalists
and digital content producers who are writing or reporting on any aspect of the U.S. residential
furniture industry.
In addition to timely information on home and decorating trends, we provide ready-to-use
feature content with downloadable product photography on the media page of our website,
www.ahfa.us. With more than 200 member companies in all price points and style categories, we
can also help you quickly research your feature story ideas or find resources for industryspecific news topics.
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